Let v = nik + 1 be a prime power; we show for m even i t is not possible to partition the Galois field GF(u) to give four (0, 1, -1) matrices A^, X 2 , Xy X^ satisfying:
A binary composition A of two sets will be defined aŝ
Let v = rrik + 1 = p (a prime power). Let x be a primitive element of F = GF(l>) and write G = {z , ..., s } for the multiplicative cyclic group of order v -1 generated by x .
Choose the cosets C. of G by
where the order of C. i s m and i t s index k .
Now l e t D. = fcf . 7 ) be the incidence matrix of the coset C. .
We will denote D. by [f^j .
As G = C. u C u ... u C, . = F\{0} , its incidence matrix is J -I U _L /C~* JL and the incidence matrix of F is <7 .
Therefore the incidence matrix of {0} will be I . 
b € Z , the integers. Note from the definition of a binary composition
1, I
We will define the transpose of a coset Cr. by:
C. 
where the a are integers giving multiplicities. Proof. Without loss of generality l e t I occur in X . (2) gives a l l the cosets from this term an even number of times. For v = 9, 11, 17> • •• > w cannot be odd, by a result in [2] . We have Just shown m cannot be even. So i t is impossible to partition GF(u) by the method of [2] in order to construct Hadamard arrays, for those values of V .
